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Overview
● Background: 

○ Why build a multilingual metaphor database?
○ History and current status of the project

● Methods for building a multilingual database
○ Bottom up vs. top down data collection and analysis
○ Challenges we’ve encountered

● Guiding principles for building a multilingual database
○ Aim to navigate and possibly avoid challenges
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Motivations for a multilingual metaphor database
● Increasing interest in computational approaches to automatically 

identifying metaphor in text (e.g. Veale et al. 2016; Klebanov et al. 2018; 
Gangemi et al. 2018) 

● Simultaneously, corpus approaches to metaphor research have been 
enabled by technological advancements, and encouraged by the 
quantitative turn in cognitive linguistics

● The result is a need for ontologically informed, structured databases 
useful for computational and corpus research in figurative language 
(Bolognesi et al., 2019; Olza et al. 2021)
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History of the current project
● MetaNet began in 2012 as a government-funded project in automated 

metaphor identification and analysis (Dodge et al. 2015)
● Creation of MetaNet database of structured metaphors and frames 

(Stickles et al. 2016a)
○ Foundational work on primary metaphors (Grady 1997)
○ Culturally specific metaphors (Kövecses 2005, David et al. 2016)
○ Focus on metaphors related to social issues such as poverty (Dodge 2016), 

drug abuse (Stickles et al. 2016b), gun control (David et al. 2016)
○ Transitioned to analysing metaphors for cancer (e.g. Sweetser & Laparle 

2019) and now COVID-19 (e.g. Sweetser et al. 2021)
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Status of the current project
● Currently housed at the University of British Columbia - public website coming April 

2023
● Expanded to cover multiple languages and varieties:

○ American and Canadian English
○ American and Mexican Spanish
○ Canadian and Hexagonal French
○ Mandarin Chinese

● Actively adding example data, new frames and metaphors to the database
○ Current focus on metaphors for cancer, COVID-19, and climate change
○ See our other RaAM talks for examples of our current COVID-19 metaphor studies:

■ Laparle et al. on moral framing in pandemic metaphors, today at 17:35
■ Browning & Stickles on Canadian vs. American metaphors, today at 18:05
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Methods and Challenges: 3 approaches to corpus work
Stefanowitsch (2008) suggest three basic ways to approach corpus-based 
metaphor analysis:

1. Search for the Source domain (we call this top-down; cf. Deignan 2005)
2. Search for the Target domain (we call this bottom-up; cf. Deignan 2005)
3. Search for both! (we extend this to an iterative approach)

All three are important in building a comprehensive multilingual corpus
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Methods and Challenges: top-down or bottom-up?
● WAR and JOURNEY metaphors are prolific in discourses on DISEASE

● Knowing this, a huge body of work has been done looking at the use and 
effectiveness of these metaphors
○ CANCER: e.g. Harrington 2012; Hendricks et al. 2019; Landau et al. 2018; Marron et al. 

2020; Semino et al. 2017…

○ COVID: e.g. Marron et al. 2020; Panzeri et al. 2021; Sabucedo et al. 2020; Wicke & 
Bolognesi 2020…

● This is a top-down approach to metaphor research – we have a particular 
source domain in mind, and we go out to see how it is used.
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Methods and Challenges: top-down or bottom-up?
● If only a top-down approach is used when corpus building, you are going 

to miss a lot of cool metaphors by missing other source domains. 

● In our corpus building we practice top-down and bottom-up 
methodologies iteratively 

○ bottom-up methodologies help us identify new source domains

○ top-down methodologies with a team of native speakers help to facilitate the finding and 
documenting of less frequent mappings from a source domain across language variants

● Let’s walk through what this looks like…
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Methods and Challenges: bottom-up data collection
● Individual members are responsible for gathering data from a particular 

genre (e.g. news, blogs, scientific articles) in a particular language variety

● Each text is then analyzed for all metaphors present and brought to the 
group for discussion (similar to MIPVU: Steen 2010)
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Methods and Challenges: bottom-up data analysis
● The annotated text is brought to the group. Novel metaphors are 

discussed and terminology for domains and mappings are agreed upon

● The new domains, mappings, and lexemes then added to our database

10https://nautil.us/cancer-isnt-a-logic-problem-2-236536/



Methods and Challenges: top-down data collection
● We then use our newly analyzed 

metaphors to brainstorm 
possible related metaphors and 
likely lexemes across language 
variants. This is where top-down 
is helpful again. 

○ E.g. We know from our analysis of 
one monster metaphor that 
BOOGEYMAN likely has similar 
mappings
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Methods and Challenges: top-down data collection
● We then use our newly analyzed 

metaphors to brainstorm possible 
related metaphors and likely 
lexemes. This is where top-down is 
helpful again. 

○ E.g. We know from our analysis of one 
monster metaphor that BOOGEYMAN 
likely has similar mappings

○ But that is likely not the case for 
SASQUATCH
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Guiding Principles
● Guiding principles in response to challenges:

1. After initial exploratory research, conduct in-depth language analyses 
independently;

2. Resist treating one language as dominant in corpus construction and 
organization; 

3. Consult native speakers throughout.
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1. After initial exploratory research, conduct in-depth language analyses independently

● Read data for ALL metaphor, not just what one is expecting 
● Individual compilation and identification of metaphors
● Study on identified metaphors and related metaphors in context
● Collective discussion of examples 
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Summary of methods
● Bottom-up approaches are necessary for discovering the breadth of 

metaphoric expression (i.e. Source domain variation)
● Top-down approaches are necessary for understanding the depth of 

metaphoric expression (i.e. lexical and mapping variation)
● Both are necessary, especially where multiple language variants are 

considered. Each analyst brings a unique linguistic, cultural and experiential 
expertise to the project.

● The strength of an iterative approach is in using the diversity of expertise 
to turn a bottom-up discovery into careful and informed top-down 
excavations
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2. Resist treating one language as dominant in corpus construction and organization

● If your lingua franca is English… how do you prevent biases toward English-based 
metaphor searches?

● Multilingual search (e.g. varieties of French, Spanish, Chinese, English)
● Collective work is shared in sessions to provide points of contrast between different 

languages
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3. Consult native speakers throughout
● Recognizing imperfect lemma translation

○ Animal metaphors are often very similar across languages, except in the exact 
identity of the animal
■ scaredy cat meaning ‘coward’ in English corresponds to poule mouillée 

“wet hen” in French
○ BODY IS A CONTAINER FOR THE EMOTIONS is quite common cross-linguistically, 

but which organ “contains” a particular emotion varies: 
■ compare Mandarin Ta pi-qi hen da lit. ‘He’s got big gas in spleen’, meaning 

“He’s hot-tempered” (Yu 1995) to Spanish Me recome los hígados lit. ‘it’s 
eating my livers’ meaning “it makes me angry”.

● Consulting native speakers also helps adjust the meaning nuances of metaphors
● Multilingual composition of the group allowing feedback
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Thank you!
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